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Message from the Board

W

e take great pleasure in presenting this Annual Report to you. The report
will brief you on PAIRVI activities during the year. PAIRVI’s main mandate
is to build capacity and skills of grassroots organizations in human rights and
rights advocacy primarily in Hindi speaking states. We entered 19th year of our
commitment by organizing a number of actions, campaigns, visibility activities
and brining out knowledge propducts on these issues. In all these years besides,
fulfilling its mandate, PAIRVI has also extended its area both in outreach and on
human rights concerns. Almost over a decade its also been a prominent CSO
working on sustainability issues including climate change, environment and
sustainable development. The focus of efforts has been to take these issues out
of the preserve of the technical people and organizations and make it every
body’s concern. We have the satisfaction that we have been able to achieve
this to quite an extent.
In human rights programme a number of activities were organized with
wide range of stakeholders including marginalized communities, children and
youth, prisoners, construction workers, CSOs and human rights defenders.
Capacity building, rights advocacy and monitoring on variety of issues,
engaging communities in fact finding, knowledge generation and other
collective activities, making legal aid available, all were handled competently
and efficiently attended. Our work with Paharias PVTGs and Women Beedi
workers in organizing them, linking them with social security and exploring
alternative livelihoods has also been a challenging but satisfying intervention.
In sustainability programme, besides capacity building of CSOs, youth and
volunteers, monitoring sub national and national programme and policies,
advocacy on energy justice, sustainable agriculture and food, climate resilient
infrastructure, energy and sustainable development financing etc. remained
high points of our intervention. PAIRVI has been engaging in UN processes
on climate change and sustainable development. This year too, we could
make notable contributions at UNFCCC COP at Katowice, Poland and UN High
Level Political Forum on SDGs at New York. Our participation in UNEA and Asia
Pacific Forum on Ministers and High Officials of Environment at Singapore also
represented our concerns and demands appropriately.
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However, the advocacy with regard to peoples aspiration in coming
general elections remained high point of our intervention during the year. A
collaborative campaign along with several other CSOs, a series of discussions
on peoples electoral issues was organized in Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar
Pradesh, Jharkhand and Rajasthan, finally culminating in Delhi. More than 500
people participated and shared peoples demands in the coming elections.
We hope that all political parties will take note of it.
This year, our Board was also reconstituted with new members whom we
extend a warm welcome. We remain very grateful to our donors, partners,
CSOs, communities for their continued support and expect this partnership to
grow and go further.
Wishing you all the best.
Sincere regards
PAIRVI BOARD
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Overview

P

AIRVI conducted, organized, facilitated and participated in a number of
activities both in human rights and sustainability programme. In human
rights, strengthening human rights infrastructure, working with most marginalized
populations of Women Beedi Workers, Paharia PVTGs, prisoners, trafficked
childrenattracted the maximum attention. A number of activities were related
to juveniles in conflict with law, capacity building of children, advocating for
improving children’s observation homes and shelter homes in many cities in
Bihar and Jharkhand. Besides capacity building activities attempted to make
CSOs and HRDs more competent in dealing with human rights violations and
accessing justice.
Sustainability programmes, not only engaged in capacity building,
analysis, advocacy and monitoring but also held many activities on sub
regional, regional and global concerns. Activities involved people on issues as
close to them like food, water, air pollution, electricity access, and disaster to
broader issues of global governance like energy and development financing,
climate negotiations, monitoring progress on the SDGs and making planet
more sustainable. In India the activities covered the length and breadth of
the country, from Assam to Gujarat and from Himachal to Kerala. Through
consistent efforts PAIRVI has been able to contribute meaningfully to a number
of global process including UNFCCC COP, UNHLPF, CTCN Board Meetings, AIIB
and ADB Meetings, and UNEA 4.
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Human rights programme

A

number of activities were organized in streams of capacity building, rights
advocacy and monitoring and knowledge and evidence generation.

Capacity building

National Workshop on social responses to restore harmony was organized in
Delhi to address increasing concern of breach of social fabric. It addressed
more than 30 participants on what they can do individually, as an organization
and collectively to address this important concern. Youth workshop in Madhya
Pradesh addressed youth concerns and emphasized on their role in nation
building, policymaking and resolving local issues. Children were engaged too
through two workshops in order to find young agents of change who can inspire
other children. More than 60 children benefitted from the information and skills
shared by children and other resource persons. Besides, more than 300 NGOs
who participated in other events including consultations, workshops, fact finding
etc. also received relevant and at times critical information regarding state of
policies and programmes, enforcement agencies, innovations and inspiring
stories of remarkable action by other organizations and networks and had good
learning not only on issues related to human rights development, sustainability
but also institutional building.
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Rights advocacy and monitoring

PAIRVI has been trying to involve directly with some of the most marginalized
communities including Women Beedi workers, Paharia PVTGS, trafficked
children, construction workers etc. several activities with Women beedi workers in
Bihar focused on improving their social security and livelihood options. Activities
with Paharias also sought to organize them, making basic facilities available to
them and improving their social security. In meeting with construction workers in
Jabalpur Madhya Pradesh, achieved registration of more than 150 construction
workers under the Building and other Construction Workers (Regulation of
Employment and Conditions of Service) Act. Registration under the act will
make the construction workers entitled to the welfare schemes and other
benefits which are being denied to them. However, the focus of the advocacy
this year has been rights of children and juveniles. Fact finding on juveniles
behind the bars was conducted in many districts of Bihar, which was presented
later in a state consultation. A number of small meetings were also organized in
Bihar and Jharkhand to address the issue and mobilize CSOs and state networks
on this issue. Strengthening human rights infrastructure and legal aid services
also attracted attention with state consultations in Uttar Pradesh and a legal aid
camp being organized for Tharu community in Lucknow, for Paharia and others
in Godda, Jharkahnd.
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Knowledge and evidence generation

under this activity a fact finding was conducted to document juveniles
behind the bars in Rohtas, Muzaffarpur,Darbhanga and Jehanabad in Bhar.
A publication on Salakhonkepeecheybachpan was also brought out based
on this fact finding. A number of publications, articles, policy briefs were also
brought out in the year including Paper on ‘Halting the Hate; Social Responses
to Restore Harmony,’Paper ‘on Cyber Crime; Behind the scene, Article on
Pancheshwar Dam: Destination of Destruction, Article on ‘Observation homes or
Torture Homes?, Article on ‘Juvenile Justice and Protection; Implementation and
Irregularity’, and Article on ‘Manual Scavenging; Denying the dignified life’.
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List of activities
Sl. Activity
No.

Date & venue

Brief description

1

Field trips to
Paharia villages

Godda,
Jharkhand, 3rd
April

Mapping of existing issues and Challenges of
Paharia Tribes were conducted and networking
and association with the tribal people has been
established.

2

Consultation
on cross border
trafficking and
human rights

16th & 17th May, Ajay Jha from Pairvi participated andfacilitated the
Mahendranagar, consultation organized by MAITI Nepal.
Nepal

3

Meeting with
the Pahariya
PVTGs, Godda,
Jharkhand

29th May 2018

4

Mushroom
Cultivation
Training

25th-31st May,
Around 30 women Participants mostly from minority
Chandan, Banka communities’ were provided practical exposure of
district, Bihar
mushroom cultivation. This training was organized
after deliberations with beedi workers as Mushroom
cultivation can be an alternate source of income
for the beedi workers

5

Construction
workers camp

29 June,
Jabalpur

Registration forms of more than 150 construction
workers were filled under the Building and other
Construction Workers (Regulation of Employment
and Conditions of Service) Act. Registration under
the act will make the construction workers entitled to
the welfare schemes and other benefits which are
still denied to them.

Meeting with
the University
of Florida
delegation

3rd July, Delhi

A half day meeting was organized with the
delegation and students of the Non profit
management of University of Florida. Prof. Sanjai
Bhatt, Mr.SuneelVatsyayan and Ajay Jha interacted
with the students giving them an orientation on non
profit management in India, society and culture,
and other national and global issues of relevance.

National
25th and 26th
Workshop
July, Delhi
on social
responses to
restore harmony

A one and half day workshop was organized
to discuss probable social responses to restore
harmony in the light of recent fracture in social fabric
and culture of peaceful co-existence of religions.
More than 30 activists and CSOs working on shared
heritage (saajhivirasat), communal harmony and
peacebuilding participated in the workshop and
discussed social and legal approaches to restore
harmony and promote peace.

6

About 30 participants from SundarPahari, Dhamani
Bazar and Buarizor area community participated in
the meeting. This is the follow up meeting of field
visit conducted last month. The Conservation Cum
Development Plan designed for each PVTG by
Government was not visible at the ground.
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7

Peoples
Manifesto
meeting in
Rajasthan and
MP

8th& 24th August CECOEDECON, PAIRVI and MAUSAM organized
consultations to come up with Peoples Manifesto
and see people’s priorities from the sustainability
point of view. The Rajasthan Consultation was
organized at Jaipur on 8th August, while the Madhya
Pradesh Consultation was organized at Indore on
24th August. Aspirations of peoples have been
shared with various political parties.

8

Fact Finding
on Juveniles
Behind the Bars

2-20 August,
Rohtas,
Muzaffarpur,
Darbhanga and
Jehanabad,
Bihar

Study of 10 cases where juveniles are illegally
declared as adult by the police, 2-20 August,
Rohtas, Muzaffarpur, Darbhanga and Jehanabad,
Bihar - The juvenile justice system mirrors the adult
system of criminal justice as both the justice systems
have three basic components: police, courts, and
corrections.

9

State
Consultation on
Revisiting the
Legal Aid and
Services

11 September
2018, Lucknow

The Consultation at RML National Law University
intended to focus on strategies and reforms in
providing access to legal aid and strengthening the
legal aid institutions.

10

PAIRVI Board
Meeting

16th& 17th
PAIRVI Board Meeting was held wherein the Board
September, Delhi was reconstituted. Prof. Sanjai Bhatt was appointed
the Chair, while other Board Members include
Ajay K Jha (Secretary), Sh Bharat Bhushan Singh,
Ms. ShipraMathur and Dr. AlokVyas (CECOEDECON
Representative).

11

Training
Workshop on
Generating the
New Leadership
for Protection of
Child Rights in
Bihar

21-23
September
2018, Jamui
Bihar

The three-day workshop was organized in
collaboration with SamagraSeva, Jamui Bihar. The
workshop intends to impart trainings to BalSathi
fellows who in turn will act as volunteers in their
respective districts to promote and protect the child
rights and violence against the children.

12

Legal Aid
Camp

24 October,
Banthara Bazar
Lucknow

This camp was organized at ChamaraToli of Banthara
villages where more than 300 Tharu families live in
inhuman conditions.

13

Indian Social
Work Congress

1st to 3rd
November, Delhi

PAIRVI along with CECOEDECON and NAPSWI
organized a panel discussion on Malnutrition. Ms.
AparnaSahay (MAUSAM), Ajay K Jha, PAIRVI and Mr.
SandeepKhanvilkar from Development Alternatives
participated in the discussion. Mr. Manish Singh from
CECOEDECON moderated the panel discussion.

14

State Consulta- 17th November,
tion on Salaak- Patna
hon ke Peechey
Bachpan,

The Consultation presented case studies of large
number of children who have been sent to prisons
treating them as adults. More than 70 representatives
from the CSOs and government participated in the
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Consultation. A consultation on the same concern
was organized at Muzaffarpur on 25th November.
15

Visit to children’s 23rd November,
observation
Darbhanga,
home
Bihar

A visit was organized in children’s observation home
in Darbhanga to see the status of these homes. Visits
have been organized earlier in observation home of
Ara and Patna.

16

Networking visit
to Pahariyas

November,
Godda,
Jharkhand

A networking visit was undertaken to MalPahariya
Communities in Goddaduring the last week of
November.

17

Mega Legal
Aid & Services
Camp

13th January,
Godda,
Jharkhand

The camp was organized in collaboration with the
State and District Legal Services Authority with a novel
approach that along with legal aid, more than 15
departments from the state government also put up
stalls to provide services. More than 2000 people
visited and availed the services.

18

Consultation on
adolescents in
Jail

14th Jan, Ara,
Bihar

The consultation was held as a part of the series
of consultations on the rights of the adolescents
languishing in regular jails and being tried as adults
in contravention of the several provisions to treat
adolescents differently from regular criminals.

19

Youth Workshop

27th and 28th
Jan, Jabalpur

25 youth participated in the workshop which
dwelt on social harmony, sustainability, education,
unemployment and labour rights, disability,
governance and youth concerns.

20

Peoples
Manifesto
Consultation in
UP & Biahr

7th February,Faizabad & 21st
February, Patna

This was part of the series of consultations on Peoples
Manifesto. More than 200 participants participated
n these Consultations

21

Peoples
Manifesto
Consultation,
Delhi

26th February

A series of consultations organized during the last two
months culminated in the Consultation organized
at Constitution club of Delhi on 26th February. The
consultation was co-organized by MAUSAM, PAIRVI,
CECOEDECON and Wada Na Todo Campaign

22

Advocacy
10th March,
meeting on
Aurangabad,
Juvenile Justice; Bihar

The meeting was organized at Vivekanand Mission
School, Daudnagar, Aurangabad. More than
25 participants participated in the meeting and
discussed the status of juvenile justice and condition
of observation homes in Bihar and drafted a plan of
future engagement.

23

New Leadership 23-25 March,
for Protection of Bhagalpur, Bihar
Child Rights

The three-day training Workshop was organized
in collaboration with SamagraSeva, Jamui and
Samvet, Bhagalpur to impart trainings to BalSathi
fellows. It focuses on survival, nutrition, development,
participation and government scheme, and
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responses of the state government to protect the
child rights.
24

Prisoners’ Rights

24th March,
Dehri, Sasaram

Meeting was organized in collaboration with Bar
Association Sasaram, Forum for Fast Justice, and
BandiAdhikarAndolan. More than 40 participants
including advocates and human rights activists
participated in the Consultation. Participants
focused on non-compliance of jail manuals and
inhuman conditions in prisons.
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Sustainability programme

S

ustainability programme tried to address various issues of national and sub
national concerns, regional concerns and also of global relevance with
regard to energy and climate change, sustainable agriculture and food,
sustainable development goals, environmental actions.

Energy and climate change

The high point of advocacy was participation in UNFCCC COP 24 at
Katowice, Poland, where besides engaging in a number activities, two side
events on “Just Energy Transition,” and “Human Rights and Climate Change”
were organized to put our perspective before the global audience. A pre
COP meeting at Delhi also engaged important actors in the climate space,
foreign embassies and the host country embassy and the MOEFCC. PAIRVI
also organized a consultation to discuss the implication of the IPCC special
report on 1.5 degrees Celsius. Other activities included consultation on energy
challenge (Delhi), global conference on system change (Leuven, Belgium),
workshop on sustainable energy and energy financing (Chennai), peoples
convention on infrastructure financing (Mumbai), fact finding on Tumlapalle
uranium mines (Andhra Pradesh), and participation in UNFCCC intersessional
and CTCN Board Meetings (Copenhagen and Vienna).
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Sustainable agriculture and food security

Two consultations were held in Delhi and Bengaluru to discuss on false solutions
coming from high technology enthusiasts both in climate and agriculture and
food sector. These consultations were organized in collaboration with ETC group
and several other organizations and witnessed participation of more than 150
people. Besides, studies were conducted in four states on the status of farm
pond, which suggested that these have been only marginally beneficial to the
farmers due to a number of deficiencies in planning, design, implementation
and poor upkeep. Besides, the collective work in collaboration with MAUSAM
and CECOEDECON, on enhancing resilience and income of farmers in seven
states also saw a number of interventions and encouraging results.

Sustainable Development Goals

Three state consultations in Bihar, Assam and Uttarakhand took a detailed
view of the implementation of the SDGs in these states and its institutional and
monitoring mechanisms. The National Consultation in Delhi engaged more than
50 participants in orienting them on south Asia forum on SDGs and strategize
our interventions being organized by ESCAP SSWA Office in Delhi. South Asia
CSOs Consultation and Forum on the SDGs which followed perfectly put in
place the plans designed in the National Consultation. PAIRVI also participated
in the APFSD (Bangkok, March 2019) and HLPF (New York, July 2018) making
several meaningful interventions. These events saw high level interactions with
ESCAP ES and Panel of Eminent Persons to make ESCAP more ready for the
SDGs.
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Environment

PAIRVI participated and contributed in a number of ways in environmental
processes organized by UNEP. In UNEA 4 (Nairobi), PAIRVI was part of the group,
which organized GMGSF (Global Major Groups and Stakeholders Forum) on
behalf of Asia Pacific Regional Engagement Mechanism (APRCEM). It also
participated and organized the CSOs Forum at 3rd Forum of Environment
Ministers and High Officials from Asia and the Pacific, which was convened by
the UNEP and the Govt. of Singapore for the preparation towards the UNEA.
PAIRVI also engaged in building capacity of youth in environmental monitoring
by organizing two workshops at Delhi and Patna. Besides, more than 1000
graduate and post graduate students and teachers attended a special
memorial lecture on “Saving Mother Earth” organized in Ludhiana, Punjab by
Sidhwan Group of Education.

Publications and media

Important publications, papers, media interactions this year included Beyond
Hallelujah to Renewable Energy, Plastic Pollution (Hindi), JalwayuParivartan
(Hindi), Truth of Rural electrification (Hindi), Briefer on Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership, Enhancing Parliamentary Oversight on the SDGs, Manual
on Micro Planning, Coal Consumption and Efficiency, Green and Clean Energy,
SDGs in South Asia, Grounding the HLPF, Implications of 1.5 degrees IPCC
Report, TV Interview on global warming, Poverty, Inequality and Environment (TV
Discussion), Interview at Climate Studio, UNFCCC COP 24, Human Rights based
implementation of climate policies etc.
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list of activities
Sl.
Activity
No.

Date &
venue

Brief description

1

Talanoa
dialogue
submission

April, virtual

Dr. Chetna Joshi made two submissions on behalf of PAIRVI
(overall mitigation ambition, pre 2020 commitments and
CBDR etc.) and CECOEDECON (agricultural adaptation,
adaptation gap and finance gap etc.). Both have been
selected and listed on the Talanoa Dialogue portal. The
request to make presentation at Talanoa Dialogues in
Bonne Intersessional was also made, and CECOEDECON
has been invited to take the floor on behalf of Farmers
Constituency.

2

National
Consultation
on Who wants
to fix our
climate and
eat our food

25th April,
Delhi

The Consultation on “Who wants to fix our climate and
eat our food; Role and Responsibility of big technology
in sustainable and inclusive development”was organized
in collaboration with a number of organizations including
Focus on the Global South, La Via Campesina, ETC
Group. More than 70 participants discussed role of
technology in climate and food and sounded a
caution on reposing extreme faith in big technology,
which has very little connection with peoples concerns,
planet or environment and are mainly promoted by big
corporations for profit.

3

Consultation
10th April,
on Challenges Delhi
in Producing
Sustainable
Energy

PAIRVI and Beyond Copenhagen (BCPH) organized
a brainstorming session on “Challenge of Producing
Sustainable Energy.” The session was chaired by
SoumyaDutta of BCPH and key speakers were RistoIsomaki,
environmental activist from Finland and Prof. P. Sudhakar
from Haritha Association for Learning from Environment. It
was attended by many students from IIT Delhi and others
were from civil society organizations.

4

Global
Conference
on Systemic
Change

16-18 April,
Leuven,
Belgium

Central Theme of the conference was “Towards
Transforming our Relationship with Nature.’’ SoumyaDutta
was one of the three participants from India. The
Conference involved building deeper understanding on
following current systemic crises: 1) looking at systemic
crises through the lens of mainstream narratives. 2)
Deepening our understanding of systemic dimensions
of our relationship with nature and 3) deepening our
understanding of systemic crises.

5

SDGs and
Social Justice

5th April,
Patna

Kabeerke Log, Patna University, A N Sinha Institute, coorganized this Consultation with MAUSAM on the occasion
of jayanti of ShKarpoori Thakur. ShSharad Joshi, Ajay K Jha,
and Din Bandhu Vats participated in this Consultation.
ShShushil Kumar Modi, Deputy Chief Minister, Bihar and
Prof. Sanjay Paswan, MLC also spoke at the event.
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6

MahakaliS27th April,
amvaad and Banbasa,
Meeting of the Uttarakhand
Indo-Nepal
Joint Action
Forum (INJAF)

The Consultation was organized by INJAF to discuss and
emphasize cross border concerns including Mahakali
River, human trafficking, water sharing agreements and
indo Nepal relations. More than 50 organizations from
both sides of the border including MAITI Nepal, REEDS,
NEEDS, INSEC, NNSWA (from Nepal) participated in the
Consultation.

7

Farm Pond Im- May 2018
plementation
and Effectiveness Study in
four states

In May 2018 Pairvi in collaboration with its partners
undertook a rigorous evaluation of implementation,
designs and operation of farm ponds scheme, in 4 states
where it is being implemented.

8

Assam SDG
Consultation

30th May,
Guwahati

Ajay Jha from PAIRVI delivered a key note addressed and
facilitated the consultation organized by INECC.

9

Meeting on
sustainability,
equity and
climate

1 June, Delhi

In the presence of SagarDhara, environment and energy
expert, discussions took place around the concept of
sustainability and environment.

10

Workshop on
Sustainable
Energy and
Energy
Financing

4 June 2018,
Chennai

The workshop discussed sustainable energy and
financing issues and was followed by a press conference
at Chennai press club on Impacts of big infrastructure,
necessary oversights, people’s response putting
International Financial institutions and AIIB in focus.

11

Consultation
on
Development
Finance
in Andhra
Pradesh

9th June,Vijaywada

SoumyaDutta from Pairvi participated and technically
enriched the meeting organized in the backdrop
of the forthcoming All-India People’s Convention on
Infrastructure Financing at Mumbai and in the context of
other happenings in Andhra, such as huge funding from
AIIB to the tune of 13,000 crores for Amaravati and other
projects, lack of transparency, accountability on social
- environmental aspects and complaint / grievance
redressal mechanisms, the latest Presidential assent to
the Land Acquisition and Rehabilitation Bill, 2013 etc.

12

Fact Finding
12 -13 June,
Visit to
TummalapTummalapalle alle
Uranium mines
area

A visit to the Tummalapalle Uranium mines tailing pond
and villages around the mine Tummalapalle, revealed
possibly very large scale radioactive material/ particles
contamination of air and groundwater. Unusually high
number of residents, particularly children, is having serious
skin “lesions”, which could be skin cancer (need to be
examined by an experienced medical professional).
Hectares of banana plantations are wasted - could be
also because of the large Sodium salt content in ground
water, as UCIL is using a leaching process using high
concentration of Sodium salts. Dozens of goats & sheep
dying, cows & buffaloes also died when drinking leakedfrom-pipe discharges.
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13

MahakaliSamvad

16th June
Mahendra
Nagar Nepal

MahakaliSamvaad aimed to understand Indo-Nepal
collaboration in water and related areas (viz. agriculture,
dams, energy etc.) through people’s perspective to
influence future policy making. People’s perspective and
challenges of Pancheshwar dam remained one of the
important considerations in this dialogue.

14

Peoples’
21-23 June,
Convention on YWCA,
Infrastructure
Mumbai
Financing

A workshop ‘Energy Access and the Role of Infrastructure
Financial Institutions’ was organized by Pairvi jointly
with NGO-FORUM on ADB during3 day long Peoples’
Convention on Infrastructure Financing.

15

3rd Annual
25 – 26 June,
General
Mumbai
Meeting of the
AIIB

Mr. SoumyaDutta from Pairvi participated in the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank(AIIB) 3rdAnnual Meeting.
It’s been observed that even after 3 years into active
business, the necessary policies of AIIB are still not in
place.

16

BRIDGE GBM
CSOs Network
Workshop

27th- 29th
June, KTM,
Nepal

Mr. SoumyaDutta from Pairvi spoke in a Session on
‘Applying Nature Based Solutions’. The workshop was
attended by more than 50 participants from 5 countries.

17

High Level
Political Forum
(HLPF) 2018

9th to 18th
A delegation of the MAUSAM including ShSharad Joshi,
July, New York Prof. Sanjay Paswan and ShSoumyaDutta participated
in the HLPF engaging with a variety of activities. The
delegation also met the Permanent Representative of
India at UN Mr. Syed Akbaruddin.

18

Side event on
SDG 7

18th July,
Church
centre

MAUSAM also organized a side event on SDG 7, on 18th
July at Church centre, where in Mr. SoumyaDutta, Mr.
Uchita De Zoysa (sustainable development Platform, Sri
Lanka), Ms. Joan Carling (Tebtebba Foundation), Ms.
ShailaShahid (ICCAD, Bangladesh), Ms. Anne Cecile
Coly (ITUC, Uganda), Ms. ChuthatipManeepong (Open
Development Initiative, Thailand) spoke on trends,
challenges and way forward in just and equitable energy
transition.

19

South India
Consultation
on “Climate,
food and
sustainable
development

30th and
31st July,
Bengaluru

The Consultation on “Climate, food and sustainable
development; of false solutions and for meaningful
actions” was organized in collaboration with the
Environment Support Group (ESG) Bengaluru and ETC
group. It discussed global, national and sub national
priorities and challenges in climate, food and agriculture
and sustainability initiatives and understood that climate
change and sustainable development are being used as
tools to promote corporate interests and false solutions.
More than 40 participants including CSOs, youth, CBOs,
gender groups and academics participated in the
Consultation.
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20

National
Consultation
on the
Agenda 2030

16th
September,
Delhi

The National Consultation was organized in collaboration
with MAUSAM, PAIRVI, CECOEDECON, TWN, ADA and
WNTA, wherein more than 70 representatives from the
CSOs participated reflecting on progress on the SDGs,
outcomes of the HLPF 2018 and priorities for Agenda
2030 in 2019.

21

GBM of
MAUSAM &
MAUSAM
Review

17th
September,
Delhi

General Body Meeting of MAUSAM was organized at
Delhi wherein besides other institutional work the Review
Team also made a presentation of the findings of the
Review. The review was initiated in June and the team
engaged with members, office bearers, partners, other
stakeholders and undertook field visit of MAUSAM’s work.

22

Bhai Sahib
Bhai Narayan
Singh Ji
Memorial
lecture

31st Oct,
Ludhiana

Ajay K Jha delivered the memorial lecture on “Saving
Mother Earth” on the invitation of Sidhwan Group of
Educational Institutions organized in the memory of
their founder. More than 1000 students and teachers
participated in the event.

23

South Asia
Forum on
Sustainable
Development

4th and
5thOctober,
Delhi

More than 150 participants from South Asia participated
and reflected on best practices, innovations, challenges
in implementing SDGs in the sub region. The event was
organized by NitiAayog, RIS and UNESCAP.

24

CSOs South
Asia Forum on
the SDGs

3rd October,
Delhi

CSO Forum was organized to involve sub regional CSO
participants (from Nepal, Bangladesh, Afghanistan,
Sri Lanka, Bhutan, Pakistan, Maldives, Iran and India)
in the sub regional Forum. More than 60 participants
participated in the Forum updating the forum on the
latest global, regional and national development and
finalizing strategy for intervention in the sub regional
Forum.

25

CTCN Meeting (3rd to 5th
October,
Vienna)

ShSoumyaDutta attended the 12th Advisory Board
Meeting of the CTCN organized at UNIDO Office at
Vienna. He made several relevant interventions on
accountability standards and safeguards at the CTCN,
minimum standards for engaging with private technology
solutions provider companies, increasing reach out and
visibility of the CTCN by establishing regional centres,
and prioritizing deriskingof communities as opposed to
derisking of investment by companies.

26

WB and IMF
Meetings

SoumyaDutta attended IMF World Bank Meetings and
CSOs Forum organized at Bali. PAIRVI was a part of number
of collaborative events along with CFA and Focus in Bali.
Many of the planned meetings could not take place due
to restrictions imposed by the Government.

Oct, Bali
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27

UNFCCC
intersessional

4th to
9th Sept,
Bangkok

Ajay K Jha attended the SBI 48 meetings at Bangkok.

28

Consultation
on 1.5
degrees
Report,

12th
November,
Delhi

PAIRVI, MAUSAM and CECOEDECON organized a
discussion on the 1.5 oC Degrees Report of the IPCC
released on 7th October 2018 and its implications on 12
November 2018 at IIC Annexe, Lecture Hall, New Delhi,
India.

29

State
Consultation
on climate
and
sustainable
development

14th
November,
Dehradun

PAIRVI in collaboration with MAUSAM, GATI Foundation
and Forest Department, Uttarakhand Government
organized a State Consultation to discuss latest
development in State Action Plan on Climate
Change and Action Plan on SDGs. The Consultation
was attended by more than 50 representatives from
the CSOs, Government departments, research and
academic institutions.

30

Environmental
leadership
workshop

23rd
and 24th
November,
Delhi

The workshop was organized in collaboration with the
MAUSAM, Envirotech and India Association for Air Pollution
Control (IAAPC). Dr. JayantMoitra (former CPCB member),
Dr. PrakashJha (IAAPC) and Mr. SoumyaDutta were
principal resource persons. 15 participants from various
organization participated in the workshop which covered
both theoretical part, legislations and operational parts
(measuring pollution and using information for advocacy).

31

PreCOP
Consultation

27th
November,
Delhi

PAIRVI, CECOEDECON and MAUSAM in collaboration
with Embassy of the Republic of Poland organized a half
day Pre-COP consultation on Priorities and Possibilities
in COP 24 at India International Centre. HE Mr. Adam
Burakowski, Ambassador of the Republic of Poland,
HE Mr. YogeshPunja, High Commissioner of Fiji in India,
Me. Edwin Koekkoek,Counsellor, Energy and Climate
Action, Delegation of the European Union to India, Mr.
Chandrabhushan, CSE, Dr. ArunabhaGhosh, CEEW, Dr. D
Ragunandan, AIPSN, Dr. SB Mondal, Director, MOEFCC,
Mr. ChandrashekharSahu, Former MP and Minister,
Chhattisgarh, Mr. Om Thanvi, Consulting Editor, Rajasthan
Patrika, Mr. Vijay Pratap, SADED, Mr. NagrajAdve, Indian
Climate Justice Network also participated in the
discussions.

32

COP 24

3rd to
14th Dec,
Katowice
Poland

A 12 member delegation of the MAUSAM, CECOEDECON
and PAIRVI participated in the COP 24 at Katowice.
Besides side events, the delegation engaged in a
number of activities including meeting with India and
other delegations, press conferences, media interaction
etc.
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COP side
8th Dec,
event on
Katowice
“Human Rights
Based Implementation
of Climate
policies

The side event was organized in collaboration with
MISEREOR and Human Rights Watch. Ajay K Jha from
PAIRVI spoke on how climate responses have failed to
factor in respect for human rights principles.

34

COP side
event on “just
transition for
a sustainable
future

10thDec,
Katowice

The side event was organized in collaboration with FES,
Bread for the World, CDP and ITUC. Mr. SoumyaDutta
represented MAUSAM in the side event. Speaking on the
occasion Mr. Dutta emphasized in 2018 emissions have
rose again, and the trends of material consumption
since Paris Agreement also show that transition is not
taking place as desired.

35

Meeting with
Siemenpuu
Foundation

14th Dec,
Helsinki

MAUSAM team including SoumyaDutta, Dr. AlokVyas,
Mr. Manish Singh, Mr. DeoDutt met with Siemenpuu
Foundation in their office at Helsinki. The meeting was
organized to take advantage of the MAUSAM’s stop over
at Helsinki while coming back from the COP.

36

Major
Groups and
Stakeholders
Forum (MGSF)

23rd Jan,
Singapore

Ajay K Jha attended the MGSF on the invitation of the
United Nations Environment. The MGSF was organized by
Asia pacific Regional CSOs Mechanism in collaboration
with the ESCAP, UN Env and the govt of Singapore.
Ajay chaired a panel discussion on the Environmental
Challenges and Sustainable innovations from the
grassroots. Ajay K Jha also led the drafting team for the
outcome document from the MGSF.

37

3rd Forum of
Environment
Ministers and
High Officials
from Asia
Pacific

24th and
25th Jan,
Singapore

The Forum was held at Marina Sands Bay Convention
Centre and attended by 26 Environment Ministers,
President of Sri Lanka, prime Minister of Tuvalu and
DyPrime Minister of Singapore besides High Officials from
more than 50 countries.

38

Participatory
Environmental
Governance:
Citizen
Monitoring
and Actions,

22-23
February
2019, Patna

The workshop was organized at AN Sinha Institute of Social
Studies, Patna where around 30 participants actively
participated in the workshop. During the workshop
participants were imparted hands on experiment as well
as theoretical aspects of environmental governance.

39

UNEA 4 and
GMGSF

7th to 15th
March,
Nairobi

Ajay K Jha representing CECOEDECON was invited as a
fully funded participant for the UNEA 4 and the Global
Major Groups and Stakeholders Forum being organized
by the UNEP. Ajay spoke on the panel discussing
“Environmental challenges related to poverty and natural
resources including agriculture, sustainable food systems
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and climate change.” He also delivered the key note
address in a workshop on “Creating synergy in poverty
eradication and environmental challenges.”
40

Asia Pacific
Peoples Forum
on Sustainable
Development
(APPFSD,)
and 6th Asia
Pacific Forum
on Sustainable
Development
(APFSD,

24th to 26th
March&27th
to 29th
March)

41

Progress on
Agenda 2030
in South Asia

42

Participation
in the CTCN
Meeting

43

Board Meeting 2nd March,
of MAUSAM
Jaipur

PAIRVI participated in the 6th edition of the Peoples
Forum and APFSD. It was invited to speak on the plenary
on Monitoring and Accountability in the Agenda 2030,
and Speak on sub regional (South Asia) priorities in a side
event organized by ESCAP South and South West Asia
Office. Ajay K jha also participated in the meeting with
the eminent person’s panel appointed by the Executive
Secretary of the ESCAP to reshape ESCAP’s engagement
with the Agenda 2030.
BCPH/PAIRVI led publication of the book titled “Tackling
Challenges to achieve SDGs in South Asia.” The
publications contains overview of progress in all countries
inSouth Asia This publication was launched during the
Asia Pacific Peoples Forum on Sustainable Development
and also during a side event organized by ESCAP South
and South West Asia at APFSD.

27th to 29th
Mr. SoumyaDutta, Trustee of the BCPH/MAUSAM and
March,
ENGO representative to the Advisory Board of the CTCN
Copenhagen participated in the CTCN meeting held at Copenhagen
Board Meeting of the MAUSAM was held on 2nd March at
SWARAJ Jaipur. Co Conveners, Mrs. Mini Bedi and Justice
(Retd) PC Jain, Trustee/s Dr. AlokVyas, Dr. AparnaSahay, Mrs.
ManjuBalajoshi participated in the meeting. The board
discussed the legal requirements including registration
with the Devasthan Trust, Rajasthan for making the Trust
operational and a legal entity.
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FINANCIAL REPORT					
					

V. NAGDA & ASSOCIATES					
15/10,SOUTH TUKOANJ
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS				INDORE,452001,Phone: 2510449
					
Public Advocacy Initiative & Values in India (PAIRVI) Associates
E-46,Ground Floor, Lajpat Nager - III, New Delhi -110024
ABRIDGED INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st. MARCH, 2019
EXPENDITURE

Amount (Rs)

INCOME

Amount (Rs)

2018-2019

2017-2018

2018-2019

2017-2018

77,90,704.72

93,00,811.52 FCRA Grant

76,39,367.72

91,96,604.52

1202111.72

1317911.04

366689.82

544213

226367.46

304777.48

Total
9434536.72 11363506.04
Total
9434536.72
					
			
ABRIDGED BALANCE SHEET AS ON 31ST. MARCH, 2019

11363506.04

FCRA
Programme
Expenses
Exp.from NonFcra
Administrative
Expenses
Depriciation

Contribution
from Services
14,56,489.00
1,87,343.00

18,92,482.52 Interest
1,70,212.00 Other Income

Excess of
Income over
Expenditure
transferred
to Balance
Sheet

LIABILITIES

Execess of
Expenditure
Over Income
transferred
to Balance
Sheet

Amount (Rs)
2018-2019

Share capital
Reserve &
Surplus

500000.00
1409770.62

2017-2018
500000.00 Fixed Assets

4255490.93

Amount (Rs)
2018-2019

2017-2018

9,28,034.00

9,31,447.00

151800.00

151800.00

1536138.08 Loan &
Advance
Security
Deposite

Current
Liabilities &
Provisions
UN Spend
Grant In Aid

ASSETS

5868100.70 Current
Assets,Loans
& Advance
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Security Funds

255477.00

227668.00 Sundry
Debtors &
Receivables

1536151.34

1293601.38

Fund for staff
Welfare

250000.00

250000.00 Cash & Bank
Balance

49,27,732.80

79,48,989.99

Provisions

872979.59

7543718.14

10325838.37

Total

7543718.14

1943931.59 Accrued
Grant &
Interest
10325838.37

Total

Compiled from Audited Financial Statements of Even Date Prevoius year figures are regrouped
or rearranged wherever necessary					
For V. NAGDA & ASSOCIATES (CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS)			

For Pairvi Associates

(CA VIKAS NAGDA)						(AJAY KUMAR JHA)
Proprietor (M.No.406928)					Director
Date : July 01, 2019					
Place : New Delhi					
*Foregin Contribution Regulation Act(FCRA)Grant:-MISEREOR_Germany, Both Ends_
Nitherland,GGF_USA and CECOEDECON-India 				
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Public Advocacy Initiative & Values in India (PAIRVI)
E-46,Ground Floor, Lajpat Nager - III, New Delhi -110024
Phone: +91 11 29841266, 46101652
email: info@pairvi.org, pairvidelhi1@gmail.com
Website: www.pairvi.org

